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Abstract
Release of halide ions is an essential step of the catalytic cycle of haloalkane dehalogenases.
Here we describe experimentally and computationally the process of release of a halide anion from the
buried active site of the haloalkane dehalogenase LinB. Using stopped-flow fluorescence analysis and
umbrella sampling free energy calculations we showed that the anion binding is ion-specific and
follows the ordering I- > Br- > Cl-. We have also addressed the issue of the protonation state of the
catalytic His272 residue and its effect on the process of halide release. While deprotonation of His272
increases binding of anions in the access tunnel, we showed that the anionic ordering does not change
with the switch of the protonation state. We also demonstrated that a sodium cation could relatively
easily enter the active site, provided the His272 residue is singly protonated, and replace thus the
missing proton. In contrast, Na+ is strongly repelled from the active site containing the doubly
protonated His272 residue. Our study contributes towards understanding of the reaction mechanism of
haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme family. Determination of the protonation state of the catalytic
histidine throughout the catalytic cycle remains a challenge for future studies.
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Introduction
Haloalkane dehalogenases are hydrolytic enzymes that catalyze the cleavage of the carbonhalogen bonds in a broad range of halogenated hydrocarbons. The reaction mechanism of these
enzymes has been extensively studied by protein crystallography
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molecular modelling16-30. The catalytic cycle of these enzymes consists of following steps: (i) substrate
binding, (ii) nucleophilic substitution reaction leading to formation of a halide ion and an alkylenzyme intermediate, (iii) nucleophilic addition reaction leading to formation a primary alcohol and a
proton, and (iv) products (an alcohol, a halide, and a proton) release. The individual steps of the
catalytic cycle are balanced and the rate-limiting step can be different for individual enzyme-substrate
pairs, ranging from limitation at the nucleophilic substitution, through hydrolysis of the alkyl-enzyme
intermediate, to an alcohol or a halide ion release 12. Substrate binding remains the only step of the
catalytic cycle, which is fast in every studied enzyme and does not limit the overall catalytic cycle of
kinetically characterized haloalkane dehalogenases. The catalytic triad (nucleophilic Asp - catalytic
base His - catalytic acid Asp/Glu) and two halide-stabilising residues (Trp-Trp or Trp-Asn) are
directly involved in the catalysis. The catalytic histidine changes its protonation state during the
catalytic cycle, but the exact fate of the proton abstracted from the catalytic water is not known. The
mechanism of halide ion solvation by the water molecules accessing the active site and their release
via protein tunnels also remains elusive 15, 23, 31, 32.
In our previous study, we have investigated specific cationic interactions at the tunnel mouth
and their effects on the enzymatic activity of wild type LinB and its mutants 33. Three of the present
authors also participated in an exploratory study of the effect of tunnel mutation on the release of a
bromide anion as one of the products of the enzymatic process
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. The principal aim of the present

study is three fold. First, we employ the stopped-flow fluorescence analysis and free energy umbrella
sampling simulations to determine ordering of halide anions Cl-, Br-, and I- according to their free
energies of binding in the active site tunnel of LinB. Second, we explore the protonation state of the
catalytic His272 residue and its effect on halide binding. Third, we investigate whether a sodium
cation could accommodate in the active site in the case of singly protonated His272.
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Experimental and Computational Methods
Stopped-Flow Fluorescence Analysis - Experiments were performed with the stopped-flow instrument
SFM-300 combined with the spectrometer system MPS-200 equipped with a Xe (Hg) lamp (BioLogic,
France) with excitation at 295 nm. Fluorescence emission from Trp residues was observed through a
320 nm cut-off filter supplied with the instrument. All reactions were performed at 37°C in 100 mM
glycine buffer pH 8.6. Association equilibrium constant of specific binding (Kas), apparent association
equilibrium constant of the non-specific quenching interaction (KQ), and the relative fluorescence
intensity of enzyme-halide complex (f) were calculated using Stern-Volmer equation from the
amplitudes of fluorescence quench observed upon binding of individual halides (eq. 1). Data fitting
was performed using the software Origin 6.1 (OriginLab, USA). The free energy of binding (ΔGas)
was calculated from the specific binding constant using the Gibbs free energy formula ΔGas = RTlnKas.

1 + f . Kas [X-]

1
F / F0 =

.
1 + KQ [X-]

1 + Kas [X-]

(1)

Simulated System – The crystal structure of the wild type LinB dehalogenase (PDB code 1MJ5) 35 was
adopted and solvated in a periodic unit cell containing ~11000 water molecules, which includes both
crystal structure and additionaly placed bulk water molecules. We considered both possible
protonation states of the catalytic histidine (His272) as it can change during the enzymatic cycle 36 and
so far remains uncertain: His272 protonated on both nitrogen atoms (= charged) or singly protonated
His272 at the Nδ atom (= neutral). The total charge of the enzyme was consequently -10 e in the first
case or -11 e in the second case. This extra charge was compensated by additional cations, which were
of the same origin as from the added 0.5 M salt (100 alkali cations and 100 halide anions). The
parameterization of the ions was the same as in our earlier studies 37, which proved to be a reliable
choice in combination with the ff03 protein force field 38 and the SPC/E water model 39.
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Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations – All calculations were carried out using the Amber
11 program package
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according to the simulation protocol used in our previous protein studies

.

The potential energy of the system was first minimized with constrained positions of protein atoms
using the steepest descent method to avoid unfavorable close contacts. The system was then slowly
heated up to 300 K with volume held fixed and, subsequently, pressure coupling was employed to
reach the equilibrium density. After 2 ns equilibration the data were collected from the subsequent 1030 ns production runs. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using the SHAKE
algorithm 41, allowing for a 2 fs timestep. The short range non-bonded interactions were cut off at 9 Å
and smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) method accounted for the long range electrostatics
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Berendsen’s pressure and temperature coupling schemes (with coupling frequency of 1 ps-1) were
employed 43.

Free Energy Profiles – Free energy profiles of all ions were calculated using the umbrella sampling
procedure 44. The target distance in every window was measured from the center of the N(Asn38) –
N(Trp109) segment of the halide-stabilizing residues to the ion. To avoid problems with shifting of the
origin of the umbrella sampling, these two residues were constrained during the whole procedure. For
every window, separated by 0.5 Å from the previous one, the simulation lasted for 12 ns. In total, 52
windows were simulated for each ion (Cl-, Br-, I-, or Na+) in the LinB tunnel for both protonated and
neutral catalytic His272 residue. In total, 5.0 μs of data were analyzed by the WHAM
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procedure, however, does not include a volume entropy correction due to the use of a non-Cartesian
coordinate. A simple r2 correction pertinent to a radial coordinate is not adequate since the tunnel size
restricts the angular movements of the ion. Therefore, we had to calculate the accessible volume for
the ion in each window and perform a manual correction using the following formula:

(2)
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Results
Stopped-flow fluorescence experiments were used to establish the kinetics of halide binding
using the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of LinB. Binding of all tested halides to haloalkane
dehalogenase LinB showed rapid establishment of equilibrium; the fluorescence quench occurred in
the dead time of the instrument (2 ms) and only steady-state fluorescence was observed (Figure 1). In
all cases, the dependence of relative fluorescence on halide concentration (Figure 2) showed strong
quenching activity at lower halide concentrations (0 – 500 mM), suggesting specific binding of a
halide ion to the LinB active site associated with its strong interaction with the halide stabilizing
tryptophan (Kas). A weak non-specific quenching was observed at high concentration of halides
suggesting non-specific interactions with other tryptophans outside of the active site (KQ). The
experimental equilibrium constants for chloride, bromide, and iodide binding to LinB are summarized
in Table 1. The resulting binding free energy values (ΔGas) order the halides as I- >> Br- > Cl-.
Next, we addressed halide binding to LinB by MD simulations. In the beginning of the 20 ns
simulation runs a halide anion was put in five different positions close to the halide stabilizing residues
of LinB active site and its exit pathway was followed. In all cases and for all investigated anions – Cl-,
Br- and I-, the result was the same. Namely, the anion left the active site through the p1b tunnel (see
Fig. 3), which is in a qualitative agreement with a previous computational studies 23, 32.
In order to investigate differences between the behavior of the halide ions, free energy profiles
of Cl-, Br- and I- were calculated using the umbrella sapling method. The origin of the reaction path
was taken as the average position between the nitrogen atoms of the halide-stabilizing residues
(Asn38Nδ2 and Trp109Nε1). The distance between the origin and the halide was then increased in every
window by 0.5 Å until the halide anion reached the aqueous bulk region. In the post-processing
procedure, the applied biased force was subtracted and the volume entropy correction, described
above, was applied.
The resulting free energy profiles for the three investigated halide anions are depicted, for the
case of a doubly protonated catalytic His272 residue, in Fig. 2. Qualitatively, the three profiles have
similar shapes. The first and at the same time deepest minimum along the reaction path is located 2.2
Ǻ, 2.4 Ǻ or 2.7 Ǻ from the origin for Cl-, Br- or I-, respectively. It reflects interactions with the ion-
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stabilizing residues Asn38 and Trp109 with binding free energies ΔGmin in the order I- ≥ Br- >> Cl-.
The main barrier on the free energy curve is situated at 4.1 Ǻ and its height practically coincides for all
three anions. However, upon closer inspection of the simulations, rather than localized ion positions at
the barrier we find a flat region perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, where anions move relatively
freely, as schematically shown in Fig. 5. Behind the barrier, we observe a secondary minimum about
6-8 Å from the origin, i.e., close to the catalytic His272, which stabilizes anions in following order: I> Br- > Cl-. All the halide anions reach the p1b tunnel mouth at ~12-13 Å and move then freely into
the aqueous bulk region. From the opposite direction, the initial barrier to enter into the tunnel is 4-6
kcal/mol, being the lowest for iodide, followed by bromide and chloride. The schematic anionic path
through the tunnel is depicted in Fig. 5. The value, which is directly comparable to the experimentally
measured ΔGas, is estimated as the ΔGmin, corresponding to the deepest minimum on the calculated
free energy path (Fig. 4). For I- and Br- the stabilization of the anion is stronger close to the halidestabilizing residues than in the bulk solution (ΔGas ~ -0.5 kcal/mol), the opposite being true for Clwith ΔGas = +1.0 kcal/mol (Table 2).
In the case of LinB with a singly protonated catalytic His272 residue, the resulting free energy
profiles of all halides have again similar shapes, however, they differ from those in the case of doubly
protonated His272 (compare Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). The first minima are located at the same distances as
in the previous case but are deeper and the ordering of ion in terms of their stabilization is slightly
more pronounced: I- > Br- >> Cl-. Simulations show that average hydration of the anions between the
halide-stabilizing residues slightly decreases upon deprotonation of His272, which indicates their
better embedding in this case. This is true in particular for the most strongly bound iodide anion,
which readily sheds off a water molecule when binding to the halide-stabilizing residues.
The whole region around the first maximum on the free energy profiles also differs for the two
protonation cases since the catalytic triad (Asp108, His272, and Glu38) changes its conformation once
the His272 becomes only singly protonated (Figs. 4 and 6). Conformational changes of Asp108 sidechain has been observed in the high-resolution structure of LinB 35. On top of that, there is no more
anion-stabilizing effect close to the singly protonated His272, therefore, we now observe roughly
plateau regions at around the distance of 8 Å (Fig. 6) instead of the pronounced secondary minima in
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the case of doubly protonated His272 (Fig. 4). By deprotonation of His272 the maximum of the free
energy curves becomes shifted to the p1b tunnel mouth (~12-13 Å) and the barrier for anion to enter
into the tunnel increased to 6-7.5 kcal/mol (compare Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). The representative path of the
anion through the tunnel is schematically depicted in Fig. 8. For the case of singly protonated His272,
we observe stronger stabilization of all the anions close to the active site than in the bulk solution by
0.6-2.1 kcal/mol, as summarized in Table 2.
The uncertainty of the protonation state of His272 at the active site implies yet another
question. Can in principle the negative charge be compensated instead of a proton by an alkali cation
or is it improbable for cation to enter into the active site? Within the crystal structures there was no
explicit cation observed at the active site, however, a sodium cation can be easily misinterpreted as a
water molecule. Therefore, we calculated the free energy profile also for a sodium cation, assuming
either of the two protonation states of His272. When His272 is doubly protonated we observe no
stabilization of the sodium cation at any place in the whole tunnel (Fig. 9), despite the fact that the
overall charge of the active site is still negative (-1 e). Upon deprotonation of His272 the overall
charge at the active site becomes -2 e and, consequently, we observe a local minimum for the sodium
cation between Asp108 and His272 (Fig. 9). The way how sodium is released from the active site is
similar to that for the anions (Fig. 8), however, the barrier to enter into the p1b tunnel becomes
significantly lower (~3 kcal/mol). Nevertheless, even for the case of deprotonated His272 sodium
prefers bulk solution over the active site by almost 2 kcal/mol. This is an opposite behavior to the
halide anions with specific binding partners at the tunnel bottom.

Discussion
The present joint experimental and computational study has established the binding order I- > Br- >
Cl- of heavier halides in the active side of the haloalkane dehalogenase LinB. Part of the reason iodide
binds the strongest is that the geometry and electrostatics of the site formed by the halide-stabilizing
residues allows it to easily shed off a water molecule and replace it by binding to the halide-stabilizing
residues. In contrast, the hydration shell of chloride is too tight to allow for this easy swapping of a
binding partner, which results in the weakest binding energy among the investigated anions. For
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bromide, which lies in the middle between I- and Cl-, this study involving converged simulation times
and a proper account for the volume entropy correction also represents a refinement of earlier
calculations 34.
Comparison between the experimental and calculated binding free energies of the halide anions
should in principle allow us to determine the protonation state of the catalytic His272 residue during
the product release step. Unfortunately, the ordering of the halides is the same for the two protonation
states and the corresponding differences between the binding energies are comparable to the estimated
accuracy of ±1 kcal/mol of the calculated free energies. Therefore, we are currently exploring
possibilities of determining the protonation state of His272 during the catalytic cycle using NMR
spectroscopy. Due to the presence of multiple titratable histidines in LinB, this may, however, turn out
to be a “needle in a haystack” problem.
We have also addressed the issue of a potential presence of a sodium cation in the active site, in
order to compensate the missing positive charge of the singly protonated His272 residue. Based on the
simulations, we cannot exclude the presence of Na+ (which could easily be confused with a water
molecule in crystallographic studies) in the active site, although the corresponding free energy
minimum is very shallow and lies slightly above the free energy of a free aqueous sodium cation. In
case of the doubly protonated His272 residue sodium is, however, strongly repelled from the active
site.

Conclusions
The structural basis and energetics of the halide ion release from the buried active site was studied
by stopped-flow and free energy calculations. The main access tunnel of LinB (p1b) was identified as
the most probable route for halide release, which is in good agreement with previous studies

15, 23, 32

.

This process is ion-specific and depends on: (i) protonation state of the catalytic histidine lining the
access tunnel and (ii) hydration properties of individual ions. For a doubly protonated catalytic
histidine, two energy minima were identified for all three studied halide ions, one in between twohalide stabilizing residues and second near this His272. The latter, however, practically disappears
when the catalytic histidine is singly protonated. Stabilization of the anion in the active site of LinB
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follows the order I- > Br- > Cl- for both protonation states of the catalytic residue His272. The
protonation state of the catalytic histidine during the catalytic cycle could not be determined
unambiguously by our analysis and must be further studied by NMR spectroscopy or neutron
diffraction.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1
Fluorescence traces from the stopped flow analysis of halide binding to LinB wt obtained upon rapid
mixing (dead time 5 ms) of 15 M LinB with 0 – 2000 mM chloride (A), 0 – 2000 mM bromide (B)
and 0 – 1000 mM iodide (C).
FIGURE 2
Dependence of amplitude of rapid equilibrium fluorescence quench on concentration of chloride (A),
bromide (B) and iodide (C) for LinB wt. Solid lines represent the best fits to the data based on SternVolmer equation F/F0 = (1/(1+KQ.[X-])).((1+f.Kas.[X-])/(1+Kas.[X-])), in which F/F0 is the relative
fluorescence; [X-] is halide ion concentration; f is the relative fluorescence intensity of enzyme-halide
complex; Kas is the association equilibrium constant of specific binding of halide; KQ is the quenching
constant, which is the apparent association equilibrium constant of the non-specific quenching
interaction between halide and fluorophore.
FIGURE 3
Visualization of LinBwt with the p1b tunnel (in red) leading to the active site with the catalytic His272
(in green) and Asp108 with Glu132 (in red).
FIGURE 4
Free energy profiles of halides in LinBwt calculated from umbrella sampling simulations with doubly
protonated (cationic) His272.
FIGURE 5
Selected important positions of iodide anion (in purple) on the way from the LinB active site to the
bulk reagion (umbrella sampling simulations with catalytical His272 doubly protonated).
FIGURE 6
Free energy profiles of halides in LinBwt calculated from umbrella sampling simulations with singly
protonated (neutral) His272.
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FIGURE 7
Selected important positions of iodide anion (in purple) on the path from the LinB active site to the
aqueous bulk (umbrella sampling simulations with His272 neutral).
FIGURE 8
Free energy profiles of sodium cation in LinBwt calculated from umbrella sampling simulations with
His272 singly protonated (neutral).
FIGURE 9
Selected important positions of sodium cation (in green) on the path from the LinB active site to the
aqueous bulk (umbrella sampling simulations with His272 neutral).
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TABLE 1

Equilibrium constants for chloride, bromide and iodide binding to LinB.

Kas

KQ

(M-1)

(M-1)

Cl-

3.34 ± 0.70

n.a.

BrI-

f

Kd

ΔGas

(M)

(kcal/mol)

0.86 ± 0.01 0.299 ± 0.063

-0.74

4.09 ± 0.46

0.045 ± 0.032 0.53 ± 0.04 0.244 ± 0.028

-0.87

16.06 ± 0.85

0.132 ± 0.058 0.35 ± 0.02 0.062 ± 0.003

-1.71

Kas

association equilibrium constant of specific binding

KQ

apparent association equilibrium constant of non-specific quenching interaction

f

relative fluorescence intensity of enzyme-halide complex

Kd

equilibrium dissociation constant for enzyme-halide complex (Kd = 1/Kas)

Gas

binding free energy (at 310.15 K)

n.a.

not analysed
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TABLE 2
Comparison of theoretical and experimental binding free energies of ions in the active site tunnel
of LinB with the catalytic histidine in different protonation states.

calculated ΔGmin
His272 singly
protonated
(kcal/mol)

experimental ΔGas
(kcal/mol)

calculated ΔGmin
His272 doubly
protonated
(kcal/mol)

Cl-

-0.63

-0.74

+1.00

Br-

-1.95

-0.87

-0.46

I-

-2.07

-1.71

-0.49

Na+

+1.70

-

+15.00
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